The Use of Multisource Optical Sensors to Study Phytoplankton Spatio-Temporal Variation in a Shallow Turbid Lake
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Abstract: Lake water quality monitoring has the potential to be improved through integrating detailed spatial information from new generation remote sensing satellites with high frequency observations from in situ optical sensors (WISPStation). We applied this approach for Lake Trasimeno with the aim of increasing knowledge of phytoplankton dynamics at different temporal and spatial scales. High frequency chlorophyll-a data from the WISPStation was modeled using non-parametric multiplicative regression. The ‘day of year’ was the most important factor, reflecting the seasonal progression of a phytoplankton bloom from July to September. In addition, weather factors such as the east–west wind component were also significant in predicting phytoplankton seasonal and diurnal patterns. Sentinel 3-OLCI and Sentinel 2-MSI satellites delivered 42 images in 2018 that successfully mapped the spatial and seasonal change in chlorophyll-a. The potential influence of localized inflows in contributing to increased chlorophyll-a in mid-summer was visualized. The satellite data also allowed an estimation of quality status at a much finer scale than traditional manual methods. Good correspondence was found with manually collected field data but more significantly, the greatly increased spatial and temporal resolution provided by satellite and WISPStation sensors clearly offers an unprecedented resource in the research and management of aquatic resources.
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1. Introduction

The Earth’s surface waters are an essential global resource for human life, and the services provided by the freshwater ecosystem foster water, food, and energy security [1,2]. Nonetheless, inland waters face multiple anthropogenic pressures, including climate change, and are becoming one of the most threatened ecosystems at global scale [3–6]. The complex relationship between biological, chemical, and physical processes in freshwater entails a challenge for operative and routine monitoring and assessment of water quality status via in situ sampling [2,7,8]. Satellite remote sensing can complement in situ freshwater ecosystem sampling given its multi-temporal and spatial distribution capabilities [6,9–11].
Phytoplankton abundance is a fundamental factor used to analyze the trophic state and the water quality status of inland waters. Phytoplankton is widely distributed in inland waters (e.g., eutrophic lakes, rivers, and reservoirs), and some species, such as cyanobacteria can form blooms or scum and potentially produce potent toxins (cyanotoxins) that can result in a range of adverse effects on aquatic ecosystems and human health [12–14]. Phytoplankton activity exhibits diurnal rhythms driven by physical and biological factors such as light intensity, water temperature, wind, food, species, and size [15,16]. The vertical distribution of phytoplankton has been well studied in eutrophic inland waters worldwide ([14] and reference therein). Physical-chemical parameters and seasonality also affect phytoplankton distribution, abundance, and species diversity [17,18]. For example, cyanobacteria blooms are favored in nutrient-rich freshwater and are regulated by seasonal drivers, such as warmer temperatures and windiness which influence the magnitude of water column thermal stratification [19].

Chlorophyll-a (Chl-a) concentration is a proxy of phytoplankton abundance which is an indicator for primary production and eutrophication, and therefore a fundamental parameter in water ecology, monitoring, and management [20]. For the last few decades, Chl-a maps retrieved by satellite remote sensing data have been widely used for water quality monitoring [21–24], following different approaches such as bio-optical modeling (e.g., [25,26]), and semi-analytical methods based on band ratios at wavelengths with specific Chl-a absorption features (e.g., [27]) and in some conditions with the use of Chl-a fluorescence band (e.g., [28]).

Regular observations of water quality in lakes provide essential information for research, monitoring and resource management [11]. Remote sensing data allow one to go beyond the limited temporal frequency and spatial coverage of in situ sampling [2,8,29]: (i) temporal variations including diurnal and seasonal dynamics (both regular and stochastic), year-to-year differences, and multiannual cycles; and (ii) spatial variations involving variations within the water body, and between aquatic ecosystems at basin scale [30]. Historically however, satellite remote sensing of inland water systems has been limited by sensor technology, because the existing missions could not provide data at the resolutions required to fully assess freshwater ecosystem properties and processes [6]. For example, geostationary satellites could temporally follow the dynamics of phytoplankton (e.g., [31]), but spatial and spectral resolutions are not adequate for most lakes. However, in recent years, the European Space Agency Copernicus programme has deployed two key satellite missions: (i) Sentinel-3 Ocean and Land Colour Imager sensor (S3-OLCI) with a spatial resolution of 300 m, and a revisiting time of 1–2 days; and (ii) Sentinel-2 MultiSpectral Instrument (S2-MSI), with a spatial resolution up to 10 m and a revisiting time of 5 days. Both of them having a twin configuration (A and B) and offer a great opportunity to monitor inland waters phytoplankton phenology with high frequency and fine spatial scale. Recently a process chain has been developed for producing Chl-a maps both for S3-OLCI and S2-MSI imagery on lakes Garda (oligo-mesotrophic) and Trasimeno (eutrophic) and a good correspondence was found between the two sensors [32]. The integration of satellite remote sensing with in situ monitoring from optical sensors might provide multi-scale and multi-frequency data. Then, as the dynamics of phytoplankton growth might have significant variation during the day [14,33], satellite observation might be further integrated. The analysis of hourly variability is still limited to geostationary sensors [34], but the spatial and spectral resolutions are too limited to monitor the optical complexity of inland waters. For this reason, hyperspectral observations gathered from continuous measurement sensors are a useful tool to integrate with satellite data, and they can provide valuable data for validating satellite products. To cover this gap in technology, a WISPstation has been developed which is a fixed position spectrometer system derived from a state-of-the-art optical measurement system for assessing above water reflectance [35]. Using this instrument, it is possible to derive water quality indicators such as water transparency, phytoplankton (in terms of concentration of Chl-a and phycocyanin), and total suspended matter.

This study integrates satellite remote sensing data with results from in situ optical sensors for assessing phytoplankton spatial and temporal dynamics in Lake Trasimeno, a turbid, eutrophic, shallow lake located in central Italy. The main aims are (i) the analysis of inter and intra-daily evolution
of Chl-a concentrations from the WISPstation; (ii) the assessment of intra-annual phytoplankton phenology and dynamics at whole-lake scale from S3-OLCI and S2-MSI products. The products are exploited to provide spatial and temporal information on Chl-a concentration for evaluating trends and relationships with environmental change and supporting implementation of the EU’s Water Framework Directive (WFD; [36,37]).

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Study Area

Lake Trasimeno (43°08′ N 12°06′ E; Figure 1), is a post-tectonic, shallow (maximum depth 6 m), turbid (mean Secchi disk depth 1.1 m; mean total suspended matter-TSM 10 g m\(^{-3}\)) and eutrophic lake (Chl-a concentration up to 90 mg m\(^{-3}\)) in central Italy [38,39] at an average altitude of 257 m a.s.l. It is the fourth largest Italian lake (124 km\(^2\)) with a diameter of about 11 km and a perimeter of about 53 km, with three small islands (Polvese, Maggiore and Minore islands), and with an open bay colonized by emergent (e.g., Phragmites australis, Typha angustifolia) and submerged (e.g., Potamogeton pectinatus, Chara globularis, Myriophyllum spicatum) macrophytes species in the south-east portion of the lake [40,41] (Figure 1). The lake is closed, without a natural outlet and with small watercourses and runoffs that feed the reservoir, resulting in a long water renewal time (>20 years, [38]). Lake water level is strongly dependent on meteorological conditions (i.e., annual rainfall), and under the current climate change scenario has recorded a significant reduction in water availability [39]. The water column is unstratified, with recurrent sediment resuspension due to wind action [42]. The high nutrient availability favors the occurrence of phytoplankton blooms, including cyanobacteria species (e.g., Cylindrospermopsis raciborskii, Planktothrix agardhii) [43,44]. The main anthropogenic pressures are related to agriculture and livestock practices (arable land cover ∼70% of the catchment area, equal to 384 km\(^2\)), and to tourism (e.g., fishing and bathing) and recreational activities. The lacustrine ecosystem is also an area of exceptional value for flora and fauna richness and species for biodiversity. It is included in a Natural Regional Park and two Natura 2000 sites (IT5210018 and IT5210070).

![Figure 1.](image_url)

Figure 1. Maps of the Lake Trasimeno from Sentinel-2A (7 August 2018) image in true and false color, showing the WISPstation position (black star) and the bay colonized by aquatic vegetation (red box). The ARPA Umbria stations for WFD (sites TRS30 and 35 in white), bathing (sites TRS 4, 13, 15, 19, 21, 25, 27, 34 in yellow), and water level and precipitation monitoring (S. Savino station; red point) are also reported. Picture of the platform with the WISPstation (on the right).
2.2. WISPstation in Situ Data

The WISPstation [35] radiometers measure the radiance and irradiance in the spectral range of 350–900 nm with a spectral resolution of 4.6 nm (FWHM: full width at half maximum). The WISPstation contains two sets of sensors: one set looks to the NNE and one to the NNW, when installed facing north on the Northern hemisphere (modified from the design of [45]). Each set has a radiance sensor that looks downward to the water surface at an angle of 40 degrees from the vertical (Lup) and a sky looking radiance sensor looking upward at an angle of 40 degrees from the vertical (Lsky). The optimal relative azimuth angle between the sun and one set of sensors is ~135 degrees [46]. The set of sensors that is best oriented with respect to the sun position at any time of the day is automatically selected in the backend WISPcloud. This instrument setup allows the minimization of the amount of sun and sky glint in the measurement. The WISPstation features eight channels: two radiance channels collecting Lup and Lsky in the NNW direction; two radiance channels collecting Lup and Lsky in the NNE direction; two irradiance channels; one unexposed dark radiance channel for evaluation of radiance channel degradation; one unexposed dark irradiance channel for evaluation of the degradation of irradiance channels. All channels are connected to the central spectrometer by means of optical fibers and an optical multiplexer. The advantage of this design is, amongst others, that any variability or degradation of the sensitivity of the spectrometer is compensated in the calculation of remote sensing reflectance. A regular measurement cycle where each channel is measured ten times at an optimal integration time takes usually less than one minute depending on ambient light conditions. The system is calibrated relative to a reference instrument (calibrated in a certified laboratory using a lamp and integrating sphere with NIST traceable calibrations). The WISPstation is watertight and built into a highly climate resistant case. Temperature of the sensor and humidity in the case are registered with every measurement. Data are automatically sent using 3G connectivity to the database (WISPcloud). The instrument can be remotely accessed and, e.g., updated or configured to a specific time interval or measurement frequency. It is autonomously powered by a solar panel and internal large battery.

The WISPstation was located 400 meters from the Polvese island in Lake Trasimeno (Figure 1) and ran from 24 April to 3 October 2018 and collected remote sensing reflectance (Rrs) data every 15 min (4832 acquisitions). Its hyperspectral features allow a simulation of the band setting of satellite data and hence provides valuable reference data. For water quality monitoring purposes, a first estimate of Chl-a was derived through a standard water quality algorithm [47], which make use of a reflectance band ratio at 704 and 672 nm with backscattering derived from the reflectance at 776 nm. The WISPstation derived data of Chl-a concentrations were validated against Chl-a values measured in water samples analyzed by ARPA Umbria (see paragraph “2.5 Ancillary data”). The WISPstation dataset was analyzed for intra and inter-daily variability of water quality properties.

2.3. Satellite Data and Processing

Sentinel-3 satellites (date of launch: A on 16 February 2016; B on April 2018) carry an on board optical sensor (OLCI) acquiring along the visible and near-infrared spectrum (from 400 to 1020 nm) in 21 channels, with a 300 m ground spatial resolution and a daily revisit time. The Sentinel-2 satellites (date of launch: A on 23 June 2015; B on March 2017) carry on board a passive optical sensor (MSI) with 12 spectral bands covering the electromagnetic spectrum in visible to shortwave infrared wavelengths (from 443 to 2201 nm), with a 5-day revisit time and a spatial resolution of 10, 20, or 60 m (depending on the band).

The multi-temporal S3-OLCI and S2-MSI dataset covering Lake Trasimeno for 2018 includes 22 and 20 acquisitions, respectively, based on the availability of clear-sky conditions and low-glint contamination risk. S3-OLCI and S2-MSI images were radiometrically calibrated and converted into Rrs after atmospheric correction performed with Polymer and 6SV-based code, respectively, and have had their accuracy evaluated [32]. Satellite-derived Rrs products were then converted into Chl-a with the bio-optical model implemented in BOMBER [26], parametrized with specific inherent optical properties (SIOPs) of Lake Trasimeno [41]. More detailed information on image processing and match-up between
pairs of S3-OLCI and S2-MSI derived products has already been reported [32]. The Chl-a products derived from satellite were compared with in situ WISPstation and water sample data.

2.4. Product Analysis

Chlorophyll-a maps derived from satellite images were analyzed to obtain annual and summer coefficient of variation (CV) values for the lake and then a sub-set of ten regions of interest (ROIs) were selected for spatial-temporal analyses. The CV is the standard deviation divided by the mean providing a standardized measure of dispersion [48]. It useful for comparing among diverse parameters and has been used previously to examine spatial and temporal variation in Chl-a in lake Erie [49,50]. The map of Chl-a concentration CV was analysed to infer zones with the highest spatial variability. From these data the ten ROIs were selected and analysed. The ROIs (of 9 pixels for S3-OLCI, equivalent to 8100 pixels for S2-MSI images) were selected on the basis of the CV of Chl-a concentrations, together with water circulation, presence/absence of macrophyte stands, and the location of the ARPA Umbria in situ monitoring sites (TRS 30 and 35 in Figure 1).

The ecological status of the Lake Trasimeno (category: lake mean depth 3–15 m) was classified in three steps, following the national protocol approach applied in [51]. Firstly, average seasonal concentrations were calculated for spring (1 April–15 May; n = 7 images), spring–summer transition (15 May–15 June; n = 7 images), summer (1 July–31 August; n = 11 images), summer–autumn transition (1 September–1 October; n = 6 images), autumn (1 October–31 November; n = 9 images), and winter (1 January–20 March; n = 2 images). Secondly, these seasonal averages were combined to give an annual average. Thirdly the annual average was classified using the published boundaries [52]: high/good = 4.4 mg m\(^{-3}\); good/moderate = 8.0 mg m\(^{-3}\); moderate/poor = 14.6 mg m\(^{-3}\); poor/bad = 26.7 mg m\(^{-3}\). The advantage of using satellite data with this approach is the possibility to have more than one Chl-a value for each season, to give the average of n images grouped per season, instead of one in situ sampling data per season as required by national regulations (D. Lgs 152/2006). This approach can utilize a more robust dataset to classify water quality on an annual basis, in addition to the obviously greater spatial coverage of the classification.

2.5. Ancillary Data

An annual dataset (2018) for wind velocity and direction (hourly data), solar radiance (data every 30 min), water and air temperature (hourly data) was obtained from Umbria Region Hydrographic Service (data source: data collected continuously in Polvese Island station). In S. Savino station (Magione village; Figure 1) water level relative to hydrometric zero (257.33 m a.s.l.) and precipitation are measured daily (data source: [53]). Atmospheric pressure was taken from the metrological station at S.Maria degli Angeli, Assisi. The wind speed and direction data were used to calculate wind components in an EW and NS direction and wind roses calculated using the R package ‘Openair’ [54,55]. Seven field campaigns were performed by ARPA Umbria to measure Chl-a concentrations closest to the WISPstation (TR 15; Figure 1) on 24 April, 13 and 30 June, 24 July, 16 August, 4 September, and 10 October 2018. Chlorophyll-a was measured spectrophotometrically after extraction in acetone 90% [56]. Cyanobacteria monitoring data (species identification and cell count under the inverted microscope; [57] for eight sampling stations (TRS 4, 13, 15, 19, 21, 25, 27, 34; Figure 1) were also obtained from ARPA Umbria for the period April–September.

2.6. Statistical Analysis

Nonparametric Multiplicative Regression (NPMR) [58] was used to estimate the response of Chl-a to parameters: day of year (DOY), wind velocity and direction (converted to EW and NS wind components and moving averages of 3, 5, and 7 days), solar radiance, atmospheric pressure, lake level, water and air temperature. NPMR can define response surfaces using predictors in a multiplicative rather than in an additive way. This method is progressive in better defining unimodal responses more typical of ecological data than other methods such as multiple regression [58]. It has previously
been applied to model tree species distribution [59], the response of lichens to climate change [60], and in time-series analysis [61]. NPMR was applied using the software HyperNiche version 2.3 [62]. The response of Chl-a was estimated using a local mean multiplicative smoothing function with Gaussian weighting. NPMR models were produced by adding predictors stepwise with fit expressed as a cross-validated $R^2$ ($xR^2$) which can be interpreted in a similar way as a measure of fit as a traditional $R^2$. NPMR models were evaluated using a Monte Carlo procedure where abundance was randomised, the procedure rerun, and the proportion of models (p) (with the same number of predictors) with an $xR^2$ greater than or equal to the original model evaluated. The sensitivity, a measure of influence of each parameter included in the NPMR model, was estimated by altering the range of predictors by $+/−0.05$ (i.e., 5%) with resulting deviations scaled as a proportion of the observed range of the response variable. Therefore, a value of 1 would correspond to change of equal magnitude in response and predictor variables. Sensitivity can be used to evaluate the relative importance of variables included in models because NPMR models are unlike linear regression and have no fixed coefficients or slopes. The order of inclusion of variables in models is less important. Instead of fitting coefficients in NPMR tolerances are fit. These are reported in original units and represent one standard deviation of the Gaussian smoothing function. A trewness smoothed line was fitted to the seasonal pattern in Chl-a using the software DataDesk [63].

In order to identify and aggregate similar patterns in the diurnal response of Chl-a, a hierarchical cluster analysis was carried out using relative Sørensen distance with flexible beta linkage [64]. Discriminant analysis was used to see if environmental variables could correctly classify the different cluster end groups [55,65]. After the removal of autocorrelated variables a total of seven remained for analysis: solar radiance, pressure, rain, water temperature, wind speed, EW and NS wind components. WISPstation and water sample determined Chl-a were compared by linear regression. While the number of monitoring occasions was only seven, therefore allowing only a limited comparison, the range from $<5$ to $>45$ mg m$^{-3}$ largely represented the seasonal variation in the lake. Reported values included the $R^2$ (coefficient of determination) as well as both the MAE (Mean Absolute Error) and RMSE (Root Mean Squared Error), the former being more easily interpretable and the latter penalizing larger errors ([66]).

Standard deviation was calculated for Chl-a obtained in situ (water sample and WISPstation data) and for concentrations derived from the satellite data. For satellite products, the standard deviation of the Chl-a values was established from the standard deviation of the $3 \times 3$ pixels of the region of interest.

In order to test for overall differences among the regions of interest in Chl-a, the non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis One Way Analysis of Variance on Ranks was applied [67,68].

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Ancillary Data

In 2018, the air temperature ranged between $−7.1$ and 36.8 °C, with a CV of 53%, while water temperature ranged from 5.6 and 27.1 °C with a lower CV (41%) (Figure 2a,b). In the period of WISPstation acquisition, water and air temperature were $23.2 \pm 2.7$ (average ± standard deviation, here and for the following terms) and $22.3 \pm 5.1$ °C, respectively (Figure 2a,b). The solar radiance was on average $348 \pm 279$ W m$^{-2}$, with summer values of $428 \pm 300$ W m$^{-2}$ (Figure 2c). Annually, wind speed was on average $0.8 \pm 0.5$ m s$^{-1}$ with a maximum of $4.1$ m s$^{-1}$ (17 January 2018; Figure 2d). From the end of April to October, median wind speed was $0.6$ m s$^{-1}$ (Figure 2d), with a prevalent direction from the North-East. Annual precipitation was 809 mm, and March (156 mm), May (122 mm), and October (130 mm) were the months with the highest rainfall (Figure 2e). In the period of WISPstation acquisition, the rainfall was 29% of the yearly precipitation (Figure 2e). Water level increased from January to May 2018, then decreased until the end of October, due to withdrawal for irrigation purposes (Figure 2f). From November to December the water level increased to the previous values of the spring season (Figure 2f).
Annual precipitation was 809 mm, and March (156 mm), May (122 mm), and October (130 mm) were the months with the highest rainfall (Figure 2e). In the period of WISPstation acquisition, the rainfall was 29% of the yearly precipitation (Figure 2e). Water level increased from January to May 2018, then decreased until the end of October, due to withdrawal for irrigation purposes (Figure 2f). From November to December the water level increased to the previous values of the spring season (Figure 2f).

Figure 2. (a) Hourly data of water temperature; (b) hourly data of air temperature; (c) solar radiance; (d) wind velocity; (e) daily and monthly precipitation; (f) daily water level for the Lake Trasimeno in 2018. The black dashed rectangle highlights the time of WISPstation acquisition (from 24 April to 3 October).

Chlorophyll-a concentration derived from the whole WISPstation dataset ranged between 0.5 and 83.9 mg m$^{-3}$ (median value of 12.5 mg m$^{-3}$) in the period April–October 2018, with the highest values in August and September (Figure 3). Cyanobacteria were detected from 24 July to 4 September 2018, with the presence of potentially harmful algae (PHA) noted from 6 August 2018 (on average 7% of total Cyanobacteria). The main species identified in terms of number of cells per liter were Cylindrospermopsis raciborskii (on average 56% of PHA), Planktothrix agardhii (26% of PHA), Cuspidothrix issatschenkoi (11% of PHA), and Aphanizomenon sp. (6% of PHA). C. raciborskii was found on 6 August, and C. issatschenkoi on 21 August, while P. agardhii increased from 6 August to 4 September. However, despite these levels of PHA, toxicity tests carried out for bathing water purposes were negative [69].

3.2. Validation of Chl-a Products Derived by WISPstation and Satellite Data

Chlorophyll-a concentrations derived from the WISPstation were in good accordance with manual field measurements of Chl-a (MAE = 2.70; RMSE = 23.57 mg m$^{-3}$; $R^2 = 0.96$; n = 7; Figure 3a), and with Chl-a derived products from S3-OLCI and S2-MSI images (22 and 20 images respectively from 3 x 3 pixels close to the WISPstation; Figure 3b). This validation and cross-comparison of field, satellite, and WISPstation data is an essential step in providing confidence to allow the interchangeable use of the data.
The most influential variable was the day of year (sensitivity 0.77) followed by the moving 5-day average of the east–west wind component (sensitivity 0.16) (xR^2 Ave. 2018). These were also the periods when intra-day variation was at its highest (Figure 3b). The lake, showed an increase in phytoplankton abundance starting from 1 July 2018 (DOY 182) (Figure 3b). These were also the periods when intra-day variation was at its highest (Figure 3b).

### 3.3. Intra and Inter-Daily Variation of Chl-a Concentrations from WISPstation Data

The daily evolution of Chl-a derived from the WISPstation, positioned towards the east shore of the lake, showed an increase in phytoplankton abundance starting from 1 July 2018 (DOY 182) (Figure 3b). The maximum values of Chl-a were detected during August (DOY 213) and September (DOY 244), these were also the periods when intra-day variation was at its highest (Figure 3b).

A non-parametric multiplicative regression (NPMR) carried out on the Chl-a data from the WISPstation revealed that the most influential variable was the day of year (sensitivity 0.77) followed by the moving 5-day average of the east–west wind component (sensitivity 0.16) (xR^2 = 0.97, p = 0.048) (Table 1). The strong upward growth trend from July was punctuated by periods of stability or decline in Chl-a (indicated by vertical lines in Figure 4). Examining the wind rose for the antecedent period it is apparent that a dominance of westerly winds increase Chl-a, whereas northerly winds cause a decrease (Figure 4).

### Table 1. Results of NPMR (Non-Parametric Multiplicative Regression) model for Chlorophyll-a (Chl-a; n = 163, 24 April–3 October). xR^2 = cross-validated R^2; Ave. size = Average neighborhood size; Tol. = Tolerance; Sen. = Sensitivity. 5 Day EW = the moving 5-day average of the east-west wind component.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chlorophyll-a</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>8.15</td>
<td>Day of Year</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>5 Day EW</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3. (a) Scatterplot of chlorophyll-a (Chl-a) data obtained from WISPstation and in situ water sampling. (b) Time series of Chl-a obtained from WISPstation, S3-OLCI and S2-MSI data, and in situ water sampling for Polvese island in 2018. DOY = Day of Year. Two images were not used as they were partially masked by clouds.

Figure 4. Chlorophyll-a concentration obtained from WISPstation data (in light blue) from 1 July to 3 October 2018. Trewness smoothed line fit to data [63]. Wind roses (frequency of counts by wind direction) were calculated for the periods indicated by the vertical lines. DOY = Day of Year.
The significance of day of year reflects the importance of the progressive growth phase of the cyanobacterial bloom. This pattern is common in eutrophic temperate lakes where excessive nutrients, principally phosphorus, lead to the development of cyanobacterial blooms, particularly in low CDOM (Colored Dissolved Organic Matter) high-alkalinity lakes [70,71]. The additional importance of the moving 5-day average of the east–west wind component is likely a result of westerlies concentrating buoyant cyanobacteria on the eastern shore close to where the WISPstation is positioned. Similarly, in Lake Erie, the wind component, also with a 5-day lag, was found to be significant in predicting microcystin concentration which was highest following a period of onshore wind and lower during periods of offshore wind [72]. The NPMR model was developed for a limited time-period (April–October 2018). In Lake Trasimeno the timing and slope of increase as well as the date of maximum Chl-a concentration can vary with year, underlining the need for dynamic monitoring that would also provide additional data for more comprehensive model development and validation [44].

While the environmental factors causing variation in Chl-a over days and months were identified above, it may be more challenging to explain the dynamic changes occurring within a day. In order to examine this diurnal variation of Chl-a we initially examined graphs of the hourly variation. It was apparent that while there was no consistent daily pattern, certain patterns were repeated. A cluster analysis of the hourly Chl-a data by day (1 July–3 October) was carried out to group diurnal patterns. Three main groups of daily patterns were reflected: (i) a u-shape (cluster 13, n = 33), (ii) an increase towards 12:00 followed by a decline (cluster 15, n = 20), and (iii) a linear increase (cluster 22, n = 17) (Figure 5). The remaining nine clusters had too few members for interpretation (n ≤ 5). Discriminant analysis was carried out to see if the clusters of daily response shape in Chl-a could be described by environmental variables. Evidence was found that the diurnal patterns in Chl-a for cluster 13 and 15 could be distinguished by the weather factors: solar radiance, pressure, rain, water temperature, wind speed, EW and NS wind components. Discriminant analysis reclassified 70% of cluster 13 and 50% of cluster 15 correctly, in contrast to only 18% of cluster 22. This indicated that the diurnal pattern is likely to be non-random and has a particular response that can, in part, be related to dynamic parameters such as wind speed and direction. Previous work has indicated that variation in physical mixing, temporary stratification, and vertical migration of buoyant cyanobacteria over 2–3 h may be linked to diel variation in Chl-a [73].

![Figure 5](image.png)

**Figure 5.** Average hourly (UTC time) Chlorophyll-a (Chl-a), relativized to maximum value per day, for cluster 22 (increasing), cluster 15 (an increase towards 12:00 followed by a decline), and cluster 13 (u-shape). Error bars represent standard error.

For two dates with the maximum daily variation (up to 120%) of Chl-a (22 August and 21 September 2018), the water spectral signatures derived from WISPstation data were examined (Figure 6). In these
two dates the intra-daily variation of Chl-a concentration was significantly higher than the 75th percentile of the daily standard deviation of Chl-a. It is evident from the graph the highest peaks of reflectance were measured in the afternoon (at 14:00 on 22 August, and at 16:00 on 21 September; Figure 6). High variation in Chl-a values are to be expected during bloom periods sampled at high frequency. Previous work on diel bloom metabolism has found large differences in Chl-a concentration (up to 75%) along with different patterns of gene expression from samples collected during day and night [74].

![Figure 6. Daily variation (UTC time) in water spectral signatures (remote sensing reflectance, Rrs) from WISPstation data on the 22 August (red lines) and the 21 September (blue lines) 2018. On the right enlarged detail from the box showing reflectance spectra between 670 and 740 nm and differences in hourly reflectance peak.]

3.4. Temporal and Spatial Distribution of Chl-a Concentration from Satellite Images

Chlorophyll-a maps derived from satellites during 2018 confirmed the seasonal variation in concentration, with highest values in shoreline zones and in the western portion of Lake Trasimeno (Figure 7). Starting from 20 July a substantial increase in Chl-a was visible from the images. On 3 September (DOY 246) a plume of increased Chl-a concentrations is visible emanating from the south-west of the lake close to the water inflow. The following image acquisition (21 September, DOY 264) revealed a more widespread increase in Chl-a and followed a period of persistent southwesterly winds with up to 70 mg Chl-a m⁻² detected (Figure 7); this increase was also detected at the WISPstation (DOY 264, Figure 4). High values persisted until the end of September (DOY 271) (Figure 7).

In order to examine if certain zones had persistent problems with elevated concentrations of Chl-a, data from ten regions around the lake were analyzed. When the data were combined over time, no significant difference was found among the regions of interest as tested with a Kruskal-Wallis One Way Analysis of Variance on Ranks. While distinct spatial patterns are clearly visible on given dates (Figure 7) the open nature of this shallow well-mixed lake is such that spatial differences will not remain consistent over time.

Satellite image data used for determining the spatial variation in Chl-a represents an enormous resource with potential, for example, to input into deterministic models improving performance, predictions and understanding [73]. The data allow a much more detailed examination of the temporal and spatial change in Chl-a than would be afforded by traditional manual point sampling. For example, the increase observed from 3 to 21 September appears to be indicative of an increase in nutrient load from the inflow leading to a localized increase in Chl-a which, when followed by a period of westerly winds increases throughout the lake. Though matching nutrient data from the inflow and lake were not available to confirm this, such a rapid increase resulting from supplying an already substantial phytoplankton population with additional nutrients is well demonstrated [75]. Such maps have potential to guide local authorities to areas requiring action to characterize the pollutant source and instigate a restorative programme of measures to achieve good ecological status.
period (Figure 8b). This indicated that, although the CV was lower compared to the annual one, the
main influence on the variation was seasonal rather than spatial the same analysis was carried out within the summer period (Figure 8b). This indicated that, although the CV was lower compared to the annual one, the zones with the highest variability were still the shoreline zone and the SE portion of the lake.

To summarize the spatial variation of Chl-a over time, the coefficient of variation (CV) was calculated for the year 2018 and for the summer period (Figure 8a,b). The annual CV ranged between 0.9 and 2.0, and the map indicated that the shoreline and SE portion of the lake had presumably higher variability of Chl-a concentration (Figure 8a). To understand whether the main influence on the variation was seasonal rather than spatial the same analysis was carried out within the summer period (Figure 8b). This indicated that, although the CV was lower compared to the annual one, the zones with the highest variability were still the shoreline zone and the SE portion of the lake.

The higher variation in the shoreline zone of the lake may be attributed to the more dynamic nature of this zone, as well as the shallower depths and warmer waters promoting phytoplankton growth through higher nutrient release from sediments and increased likelihood of accumulation.
of buoyant cyanobacteria during periods of onshore wind. Typically, there will be higher sediment resuspension in the shallow littoral, which is a factor of fetch, wind speed, and depth [42]. These factors may also explain the slightly higher variation on the eastern shore often subject to westerly winds (Figure 8b). In the SE portion of the lake the concurrence of shallow water, changing water stability, and the presence of submerged macrophytes can influence both estimation and also the natural variation in phytoplankton abundance and distribution. This area has previously been mapped as having a high vertical density gradient and specific phytoplankton community [76]. High variability in Chl-a concentration can also be due to the role of submerged macrophytes in inhibiting phytoplankton growth during the vegetative period [77]. Moreover, in this portion of the lake changes were historically recorded in terms of colonization by aquatic vegetation and in particular by the reed *Phragmites australis*. This area of the lake was colonized by reeds in the last century due to the reduction in water level [42,78] but they have recently receded towards the littoral zone, probably as a consequence of die-back [79] and climate change effects [80]. For these reasons, this area was excluded from subsequent analysis to avoid interference.

With the aim of making the results relevant at a policy level the WFD five-class classification scheme (High, Good, Moderate, Poor, and Bad) for Chl-a was applied [37,52]. This resulted in the assignment of Lake Trasimeno to the moderate/poor quality class (Figure 8c). Water quality was slightly better in the pelagic where moderate was assigned, while zones closer to the littoral were classified as poor. Unlike assessments based on point value monitoring, satellite-based assessments have the benefit of providing a spatial estimation of quality. This can guide attempts at restoration to localized areas as well as increasing the understanding of processes and interactions with fundamental lake characteristics such as bathymetry, residence time etc. It is also clear from Figure 8c that those European states that assess their lakes using samples from the shoreline or outlet will have a greater chance of assigning a lower status [81]. Sentinel 2 data has been used on lakes as small as 7 ha, but given the resolution of <60 m the approach can be applied to much smaller lakes [82], and rivers [83].

4. Conclusions

Field based measurements were successfully used to validate Chl-a concentrations results from (i) the high frequency in situ WISPstation and (ii) satellite products from S3-OLCI with S2-MSI. The high frequency dataset from the WISPstation allowed the development of the seasonal bloom in phytoplankton to be tracked at high temporal resolution from July to the end of September 2018. In addition, this enabled other high frequency data for weather to be aligned and included in models. While the influence of ‘day of year’ reflected seasonally driven growth factors as being most important, the influence of wind direction and speed, with a lag of five days, was also significant in determining local concentrations at the WISPstation. Local models such as this could be useful in preparing responses to bloom events in important recreational lakes such as Trasimeno. Also at diurnal scale the variation showed distinct patterns related to environmental variables highlighting the potential of this data to inform deterministic models and track ongoing responses to climate change.

The products obtained from S3-OLCI and S2-MSI were available to map the spatial and seasonal change in Chl-a in Lake Trasimeno. This allowed the patterns in spatial distribution to be seasonally tracked and interpreted alongside the high frequency WISPstation data. The potential influence of localized inflows in contributing to an increase in mid-summer Chl-a concentrations could be visualized and estimations of WFD status realized at fine spatial scale. For monitoring, it also has the potential to surpass current requirements relating to phytoplankton abundance, bloom frequency, and intensity as listed in the WFD. In fact, remote sensing has been recommended for incorporation into the next update of the WFD, which has been criticized as too focused and reductionist, and will allow national authorities to contextualize ecological assessments in a more advanced way both temporally and spatially [84–87].

While the separate use of satellite or in situ methods have benefits, this study demonstrated the synergistic dividend from combining approaches. Combining S3-OLCI and S2-MSI data yielded over
40 images that were able to identify potential pollution events entering the lake while coupling this with the continuous Chl-a measurements of the WISP and weather stations allowed the dynamics and manifestation of bloom events to be predicted with clear benefits for water management. The integrated and multi-layer approach (combining sources from field, fixed station and multiple satellites) to assessing chlorophyll-a in lakes used here has the benefit of improving confidence and significantly increases the potential for research, monitoring and model development.
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